Chip scale atomic magnetometers
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ABSTRACT
We are developing a new class of snsors based on atoms confined in rnicrc-fabricated
enclosures. Recent work at the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) bas
lead to a prototype chip scale atomic clock (CSAC) wit11 reinaxkable operating characteristics
in tenns of fkequency stability, size, and power consumption. The CSAC fabrication
methodology has promise for scaling to wafer level pl-oduction so that the cost benefits of
mass production may be realized. We inrend to extend this core CSAC techology to other
atomic vapor based micr6systems that will be use&l for a variety of measurenleilt
appIications criticaI to national secul-i:ity.For example, the precise frequency ineasutement
capabilities afforded by atomic vapor frequency references sh.ould allow us to measure small
static mametic fields below 1 pT. We will discuss the principles of a micro-fabricated
"hype~fme" inagnetomtxer physics package based on magnetically sensitive hyperfine
transitions in an alkali atom recently demonstrated at NIST. This rna~~etoineter
has a
sensitivity of 50 pT Ili"'at 10 Hz, a physics-package volume of 12 nxn' (with a vapor cell
volulne of 1 1m3)
and
, a power dissipation of 200 mW; and there are prospects for
h addition we discuss the principles of other appxoaclies based 011
significant impl~ve~nents.
nlicro-fabiicated atomic vapor cells currently being considered for sub-picotesla
measurements based on magneto-optical effects or the direct coupling of the magnetic
inolnent of the atoms to ~ni~-omecl~auical
oscillators.

1. Introduction
Performance requirements for field deployable magnetometers include not only nlinirnun field sei~sitivity
capability but size, power consutnption, durabilitylstability, and cost as weI1. Microsystems technology
development for magnetic sensors that may potentially score well in all of these categories is an acztive
area of research with notable progress on NMR) Hall effect: giant magnetoresistive (GMR)? mid fluxgate probes."ntil
recently it was generally believed that sensors based on ~nagneticallysensitive atornic
transitions would suffer upon size reduction due to line broadening effects caused by wall collisions hl
small atonlic vapor cells. The question is, Can the colnponents of an atomic magnetometer be fabricated
and integra~edinto a field-deployable chip-scale micro system with superior perfonnance characteristics?
Many different types of atornic magnetometers have been developed over the years, with recent focus on
atomic optical magnetometers based on spectroscopy or polarimetry with 1. fT HZ-''~sensitivity, rivdlng
SQUID perfonnan~e.~-~
We discuss one approach here in detail based on a micro-fabricated chip scde
atonlic clock recently demonstrated at MST. Atomic optical magnetometers have the advantages of
being non-cryogenic and not requiring bulky inicxowave resonators for excitation of atomic transitions,
and are thus candidates as the basis for micro-systems development of small, low power, rugged low field
sensors. Further, atomic magnetometers are fundamentally accurate given a detailed knowledge of the
gyromagnetic ratio y of the atom. Tlie purpose of this paper is to provide an overview for cbip-scale
atomic lnagnetolneters underscoring the primary physics and engineering challenges facing inicro
systeins development.

2. Summary of chip scaleatomic clock development to date
We have recently demonstrated component-level functionality of the three subsysteins that comprise a
complete chi -scale atornic clock (CSAC); the physics package, the local oscillaror and the control
electronicse' P' The volume of the clockis 3.5 cm3, 11100 that of the smallest commercial clocks available
today; the short-ten11 Frequency instability is below 6 ~ 1 0 " ~ / v (0: <
, t < 100 s, about 100 times better thav
current 'oven-controlled crystal oscillator (OCXO)technology; and the total power consutnptiorl is 155
inW at 25 OC, about 11100 that of the smallest conmercial clock technology. Many physics and
fabrication problems have already been addressed and we see a clear path towards a CSAC volulle of 1
cm3 with fiequency stability of 10-"/vt and power consumption of 30 inW with the potential for
cormnercializatiox7.in a few years. Clearly the micresysteills approach wing micrefabrication methods
developed for rnicreelect~omechaaicalsysteins (MEMS) has paid off. The device's design is arnenabIe to
wafer-level fabrication and assembly in which wafers containing hundreds of each component could be
stacked to allow multiple sensors to be assembled siinultaneously, potentially reducing the maaufacm~ng
costs &anlatically. In pl-hcipIe, we feel this techology can be applied to a broader range of applications
that would benefit from a inan-iage of atomic physics and MEMS that includes not only magrietoineters
but gyi-oscopes and high resolution saturation laser spectroscopy as well.

Pigure 1. (a) A CSAC consists of three major components: the physics package, a IocaJ oscillator,
and the feedback control electronics for frequency stabiJkatlon and temperature control of various
sub-components. (b) The physics package is a stack of micro-fabricated components integrating
thermistors, thermal isolation components, optics, a heated vapor cell, and a photo detector. (c) The
major components will be assembled into an evacuated shielded enclosure with a lower printed
circuit board having the control. electronics and the upper board having the local oscillator and the
physics package.

3. A chip scale magnetometer based on atomic hyperfine transitions
We have adopted the CSAC technology describkd above to perform atom-optical magnetometry based on
coherent population trapping (CPT) spectroscopy.'2 In the CPT scheme microwaves need not be applied
directly to the atoms. Lnstead, an optical field is modulated at the atomic hyperfine Eequency, resulting in
two optical fields (laser side bands), separated by the atomic oscillation fiequency. l3 This eliminates the
need for microwave resonant cavities that can be problematic when it comes to miniaturization of
magnetometer comnponents. Due to the CPT effect, the absorption of these two optical fields is altered
when the separation fi-equency of the laser side bands exactly equals the atomic hyperfine splitting aud B e
atoms are populated into a narrow "dark state." The transmission peak can be used to lock the local
oscillator fiequency to the atomic &ansition.

Figure 2. CPT excitatioh of atomic
hyperfine transitions by means of a
modtrlated lasersidebands (sb).
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Figure 3. Magnetic shifts of the atomic states showing hyperfine and Zeeman splitting and the
magnetically sensitive transitions.
The lypet'fme states are split by the application of a inagnetic field as shown in Fig. 3. By pelfor~~ung
feedback on the CPT transition behveen the inag~~etically
insensitive hyperfine states of the atoms the
device is useful as a clock but not as a magnetometer. The magnetic field can be measured, however, by
probing the hyperfine transitions between two magnetically sensitive Zeeman states at optical
fiequencle~'~.'~
or by probing the Zeanan splitting direct1 at low frequencies (see discussion below). To
measu1-e the magnetic flux density expuienced by the '&b atoins optically, we probe the 5 S l n ground
state byperfine splitting between two magnetically sensitive Zeeman states via a CPT resonance. The
energy difference between two Zeernan states in the F = 1 and F 2 hyperfine inanifolds at sinall
magnetic fields is given approxhnately by

-

where

Roo,,is the energy difference between the magnetically insensitive states IF

= I,m,= 0) and

1

F = 2, m, = 0), nt, and m, are respectively the azhnuthal quanZuuz numbers for the F = 1 and F = 2
states, y is the gyromagnetic ratio of the atom, and B is the magnitude of the magnetic flux density. Thus,
the CPT mag~etoineteiis a scalar detector, but it can be operated as a vector magnetometer, sensitive to a
single field coxnponent, by applying a bias field along the direction of measuxe~nent.
An assembled chip scale atoxnic n~agnetoineterphysics package is shown in Fig. 4. The core of the sensoT
is a lnicl-o fablicated rubidium vapor cell that is made by anodically bonding a glass wafer to either side
o f a 1 IIX-thick silicon wafex with a I nunZhole etched through it. T l ~ ecell is filled with ' ' ~ band a
buffel- gas containing a mixture of argon at I1 H a and neon at 21 kPa that reduces the fiequeacy
decohefing Rb-cell-wall collisions. To create sufficieilt atomic density in the sinalI cell, we heat it to 120
"C by dissipating 160 mW with two transparent inhumtin-oxide (ITO) Ileatea placed on either side of
the cell. The cell is illuminated with a vertical-cavity surface-axlitting laser (VCSEL).The light from the

VCSEL passes h u g 1 1 a micro-optics package that attenuates the power to 5 hiW, circularly polarizes the
bemn,and colliinates it to a diametex of 170 pm. After the beam passes through the cell, it is detected by
a PIN silicon photodiode. When all components are stacked together, the sensor is 3.9 1'11111 high and
occupies a volume o f 12 m3.
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Figure 4. (a) CPT atomic magnetometer, (b) The micro-fabricated components of a chip-scale CRT
magnetometer physics package are: 1 VCSEL, 2-optics package including (from bottom to bp) a
glass spacer, a neutral-density fdter, 2 a refractive micro-lens surrounded by an epoxy spacer, a
quartz l/ 4 wave plate, and a neutral-density filter, 3 8 7 ~vapor
b
ceU wlth transparent IT0 heaters
above and below it, and 4 -photodiode assembly. (c) Photograph of the magnetic sensor. Gold wire
bonds provide the electrical connections from the base plate to tbe I T 0 heaters and the photodiode
(figure from ref. 12).
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To excite the CPT resonance, we tune the VCSEL b the D l line of 8 7 ~ atb 795 mn. A local oscillator
modulates the culrent to the VCSEL at 3.4 QHz, half the hyperfine splitting of the Rb ground state,
creating two first-order sidebands that are simuhaoeously resonant with the two hypexfme ground states to
the Pllz excited state (Fig. 5(b)).I6 When the fi-equency difference between the frrst-order sidebands is
equal to the splitting between two Zeeman states, the atoins are optically p~unpedinto a coherent dark
state. We then observe a reduction of the absorbed light power, for example, by 5.4 % when the current
modulation fiequeizcy is tuned to the 11,- 1) 12, -1) resonance.
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Figure 5. (a) The experimental setup
for detecting the magnetic flux density.
The dashed arrow indicates that the
lock-in amplifier can provide feedback
to tbe local oscillator, allowing the local
oscillator to track large changes in
magnetic field. The magnetometer is
run open loop for the data in Pigs. 6a
and 6b. (b) Energy level diagram (not to
scaIe) of 8 7 ~ bshowing the resonant
first-order sidebands of the VCSEL
(figure from ref, 12).

When the ~nagnetoineteris in operation, the frequency of the local oscillator is tuned to approxhnatdy
O-,,-, (Fig. S(b)).
The magnetometer achieves maximal sensitivity in a magnetic field tlmt is either
paallel or transverse to the light propagation direction. For convenience we operate with a parallel field,
aid thus selection rules allow CPT resonances to fonn only when m, -nz, = 0 .I7We frequency modulate
the local oscillator fi-equency at 3.9 kHz to enable phase-sensitive detection of the CPT resonance (Fig.
5(a)). 'The resulting signal from the lock-in alnplifia is shown in Fig. 6(a), where the magnetic flus
density has been changed in 2.5 nT steps. The cwrents passing though the I T 0 heaters arid a
the~nloelectricelement (used to temperature stabilize the base plate on which h e magnetic sensor sits)
create a sigdicant field gradient across the cell. This drastically broadens the l, - 1)- 12,-1) resonance

1

1

peak width to 520 kHz, compared to 11.5 lcHz for the magnetically insensitive 1,0) - 12,0) resonance.
To eliminate the effects of the gradients, we chop the currents rhrough the IT0 heaters. When tbe
currents are off, we ineasuxe the magnetic flux density using a CPT resonance that is 13.2 kHz wide. The
currerits are chopped at 40 Hz with a duty cycle of 50 %, and a sanplt-and-hold circuit is placed after the
photodiode amplifier that samples the signal with a measurement duty cycle of 39.5 %. The reduction in
measurement time degrades tile sensitivity by only a factor of 1.6.
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Figure 6. (a) The lock-in signal is plotted as a functlon of time as the magnetic flux is stepped in
10 s intervals. The lock-in time constant is 30 ms with a filter roll-off 24 dB/octave. The magnetic
flux density during the measurement is norninalty 73.9 pT. (b) Power spectral density of the lock-in
signal converted to units of magnetic flux density. The lock-in time constant is 1 rns with a filter
roll-off24 dB/octave (figure from ref. 12).

Figure 6(b) sl~owsthe noise spectrum of the CPT signal when the lock-in time constant is 1 ms. The
demodulation fiquency of the local oscillator is chosen to be 3.9 kHz,a half-integer llm~nonicof 40 Hz.
Thus, the phase of the de-x~~odulation
frequency is reversed at the start of each ineasuremnent cycle giving
rise to the 20 Hz peak in the lock-in noise spectrum. X i s ehninates a systematic error that would result
froin stating the measw-emat cycle at a colzstant demodulation phase by using an integer b9~1n017jc.TO
suppress the 20 Hz peak, a magnetic flux density measwe111ent is performed with a time constant of 30
ms and a low-pass 1-011off of 24 &/octave.
The present result clearly deinonsh-ates that atom-optical magnetometers wit11 millimeter dinensions can
provide excellent performance. However, Inany aspects of the current magnetic sensor are not optimal,
and in future devices we will both improve the sensitivity and reduce the power consumptio~i.

Optinlization of the VCSEL design and optics will improve the sensitivity by providing a more unifo~ii~
light intensity distribution w i t h the cell and reducing the VCSEL-related noise sources. The present
sensor uses 195 iW of power, whicli can be reduced significantly by improving the microwave
inodularion efficieucy of dle VSCEL and redesigning the thermal isolation of flle cell. Ultimately, the
,
the power
shot-noise-limited sensitivity of a CPT-based magnetic sensor will be 1 pT H Z - " ~ while
consumption can be reduced to less than 25 inW. We believe that an entire CPT magnetometer, ulcluding
a 3.4 CI-lz oscillator and several control circuits, could be assembled that would dissipate < 50 mW of
power and have a voluu~eof only 1 c1n3.

4. Chip scale magnetometers based on atomic Zeeman transitions
The fmldainental atom shot-noise-limited sensitivity for a 1 i d cell is, 0.05 pT HZ"~
due to spin
excliange collision^.^^ To approach this sensitivity it will be advantageous to iinpleinent atom qtical
schemes where the narrow Zeeman lines can be measured directly see Fig.3, negating the need for CPT
techniques. This energy is given by M = p ~ g s B =
O 21dlysB0,where is the B o b magneton, gs= 2 is
(21 4- I)
the gfactor for an electron, h is Planck's constant, I is the nuclear angular inoinentu~nancl BO is the
magnitude of the applied field. An atom polarized perpendicular to the magnetic field will precess wit11
angular fi-equency Op = AElfi For Rb, the propoitionality constant between precession frequency
f =2nwp and Bg is yg F= 7.0 IHzlnT. By measuring this precession frequency (or energy), it is therefore
possible to determine the magnitude of the applied dc field, B.

In addition, to operate the hyperfine Q T magnetometer, the frequency of two different hyperfine
Vansitions must be measured to subtract the coo,ocontribution .to Eq. (1). Typically, co,,, is measured
once to ca1ibrat.e the rnagnetoineter for performing a series of magnetic field measwelnents using a
magnetically sensitive msition. In general, w0,,W e r s from the unperturbed atomic groutid-state
splitting ~nainlybecause of the buffer-gas shift, wlich is temperature dependent and requires periodic
calibration.l 9 This effect is not a problem hx a Zeelnan splitting measurement.
Xt

is intriguing to consider some of the other types of atom-optical magnetometers that may benefit b n ~

MEMS xniniaturization. We are currently developing a nonlinear magneto optical rotation (NMOR)
system. NMOR magnetometers work on the principle that Zeeman excited atolns will rotate the
polarization of a laser bean. In this method die one laser is used to both p u p and probe the atonls.
Figure 7(a) shows the components of a fi-e uency modulated NMOR system. In plkciple, NMOR can be
used to detect fields as low as I. ff H H 192 in a large cell. This is because the atomic polmizat~onis
mahaifled over thousands of collisions with the walls of the cell. Budker et at. have recently observed
in N O R with rubidium atoms with high-quality antirelaxation
ultra-nailow (1 Hz) zero-field
coatings in large cells. However, upon reduction of cell size to 1 1m3,we estimate an ultimate field
sensitivity of 1 pT H Z - ' ' ~(similar to the CRT magnetometer &scribed above). The advantages of tlus
method are several: the spin decoliere~icetime for Zeelnan states is typically longer than the I~yperfine
decoherence time:' the use of a balanced polarbmeter to detect the optical rotation can eliminate much of
the AM and FM-AM noise, and low frequency rf signals take less power to generate. However, several
challenges must be addressed, including the development of an appropriate cell coating conipatlble with
the vapor cell fabrication process, the development of wafer level. batch fabricated polarizers and
analyze^-s, and a small balanced detector.

Another approach that might wosk is to use the spin-exchange-relaxation-free (SERF) method developed
by the Romalis et aL5 At very low fields (< 100 nT) and at high alkali atom density spin exchange
relaxation shot noise can be eliminated, The sensitivity is then. determined by spin destruction collisions
between colljdibg alkali atoms. SERF requires two orthogonaI lasers, one for pwnping and the other for
probing the optical rotation of the vapor cell (Fig. 7(b)). The sensitivity of the technique has been
experimentally demonstrated to be 0.54 ff HZ-'"
with the potential for improvements to the 10'~fI'level
in a large cell. We anticipate n shot noise limited sensitivity for a micrefabricated SERF 1nagnetom.eter
with a 1 rnm3 cell to be less than 100 d &-''2.
One problem with this approach is that the dynamic range
is liinited to 100 nT to rake advantage of the spin-exchange suppression, however, it may be possible to
use a set of feedback coils for operation outside of a magnetic s h i e ~ d .Also,
~ ' high laser power is required
for polarjzing the atoins md high cell telnpel-atues are needed for the lGgh vapor pressures needed for
SERF. Finally, it may be difTicult implement the transverse lases fields using MEMS fabrication merhods.

Flgure 7. (a) Frequency modulated nonlinear magneto~ptical rotation rnagnetolneter (FM
NMOR). (b) Spin-exchange-relaxation-free (SERF) magnetometer.
Finally, we are developing a novel device based on direct coupling between the "local oscillator" and the
atotns. The idea is to let the energy of the oscillator bounce back and forth between the atoms and a
magnetic ~nechnnicalresonator via direct magnetic coupling, eliminating the need for an electronic
coupling mechanism. Tlis concept i s akin to a U S E R wl~erea11 RF resonator is replaced by a
mechanical re~onator.'~If the energy of excitation of the atoms and the mechanical resonator are similar,
a very compact, low power, atomn/mechanical oscillator sensitive to magnetic field could be realized
(tuning could be done by adjusting the mechanical. resonator frequency to the Zeeman sl~iftof the atoms,
for example). Figwe 8(a) shows a vibrating cantilever with a magnet on its tip coupling to an atom. As
the cantilever moves the mametic dipole is tilted about the azimuthal axis and it generates a transverse
field at the Zeenlan sesona~i~e
£i-e9ue~cy.-~
conceptual design for a mnicro-fabxaicarkd device is shown in
Fig 8(b).

coating

Fjgure 8. (a) Magnetic field h e s from a small magnet mounted on a cantilever relative to atom
located along the azimuthal axis showing how spin precession might be excited by the n~otionof
magnetic resonator tip. (b) Components for a microfabricated directcoupling atorn/cantiIwer
oscillator.
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